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According to the Chinese
calendar, 2014 is The Year
of the Horse.  I have always
wondered how that decision
was made. Regardless of that
detail, horses generate a
substantial amount of money for
agribusiness in ways that
most people don’t realize, which
contributes significantly to our
state’s economy. Now this is
plenty reason to celebrate!
Our state’s horse industry is
booming. With horses located in
every county, the economic
impact is huge. Horse owners
invest in real estate—not just
farm land, but in houses where
they can own or ride horses
safely. They pay property taxes
and insurance, they install
fencing, build barns, erect
storage buildings, put down
wells, run water lines, and they
buy things—lots of things for
their horses.
The reason you don’t see
many horses around urban
areas is because horse owners,
breeders and trainers need
large amounts of land, which is
usually less expensive in rural
areas. It’s also safer and
quieter. As soon as horse owners
have a place for their animals to
live, they want a vehicle to
go with their lifestyle.  The
purchase of a truck or SUV is
soon followed by a horse
trailer, which means more
money spent for gasoline and
diesel fuel.
Any horse owner will tell you
that one horse often leads to
another, so the family can get
involved. People buy saddles,
tack, clothes, boots, and an
endless amount of equipment.
See Let’s Celebrate
the Year of the Horse,
continued on page 8
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Ag Works – Farm Eye for the City Guy
In November, Farm City folks in Lexington County partnered with WACH Fox 57 to celebrate
Farm-City Week with a unique feature called Ag Works – Farm Eye for the City Guy. The show was so
successful that the partnership has expanded into a year-long effort. 
To celebrate the work of farmers in South Carolina, every month throughout the year City Guy Tyler
Ryan, host of Tyler’s Travels, is visiting a different farm and participating in hands-on day-to-day
operations. Next fall, he will be the guest speaker at the Lexington County Farm City Banquet telling
about his experiences working on the farms.
The goal of Ag Works is to show and acknowledge the incredible challenges farmers face. They work
from dawn to dusk, often into the night, in all kinds of inclement weather. 
The first job featured in Ag Works was harvesting cotton on the Delano Kneece Farm in Pelion. Luther
Kneece and his cousin, Ricky, and their families grow corn, cotton and peanuts and raise cattle.  Luther
gave Tyler an up-close-and-personal look at cotton from field to fabric. 
Inside the 6-row self-propelled cotton picker, the City Guy learned that farmers depend on things like
the weather that they can’t control, but they also depend on their skills and technology. For instance,
the cotton picker must remain on the rows within three inches or the cotton could get bogged down in
the headers. That could be difficult when you’re parading a 50,000 pound machine down six rows
of cotton – unless you have the right electronics on board.  
“If you have 400 acres of cotton to pick, your hands would get mighty sore,” noted Tyler, “if you didn’t
have technology like GPS and the skills to use that technology.” 
Tyler also was able to climb on board a module builder. The big rig compacts 20,000 pounds of cotton
into modules which wait covered beside the fields until they can be transported to the gin. At the gin, the
cottonseed is removed from the fiber to be used for livestock feed and oil. Then, the cotton fiber is stored
in a warehouse and later shipped to the end user. 
“We don’t stop until the sun goes down – Monday through Saturday,” said Luther. “We work every day
except Sunday. Farmers grow the
food . . . they grow the fiber,” he
said. “But it’s something we
enjoy doing.” 
“Farming is not really a job. It’s
a way of life!” said Loni Rikard,
chair of Lexington County Farm
City Programs and owner of
Rocky Wells Agri-Services.
“Today, generations are far more
removed from the farm, so it’s
more important than ever to bring
awareness to the amount of work
that goes into producing food,
fiber, and fuel.”
“Lexington County is a great
example of how farm and
city work together in South
Carolina,” she added. “This is an
urbanized area, but it’s also one
of the top ag producing counties in the state. With all the people in the world, farmers have to produce
more with less and they do that through technology. It’s a very high-tech process.” 
No one embodies “work” more than the farmer. Farmers are real people with a real work ethic. Because
of their determination and strong work ethic, they provide food and other raw materials for 4.7 million
South Carolinians and 300 million Americans. 
As the temperatures drop, keep in mind our farmers who are struggling to keep crops from freezing and
their animals fed and sheltered. No matter how bad the weather, there are no  cancellations when it comes
to farming.
Throughout the year, join Tyler Ryan in his travels to collard,   cattle, chicken, peach, and other farms
and see just how Ag Works for you. Don't miss more upcoming visits to local farms with Tyler on Good
Day Columbia as the city guy gets a farming eye. Visit http://www.lexingtoncountyfarmcity.org for more
information and upcoming features. 
The 2014 SC AgriBiz & Farm Expo is Here
The 2014 SC AgriBiz & Farm Expo is finally here. More than 100 exhibitors are
taking part in the trade show at the Florence Civic Center January 16-17. The latest
agricultural technology is also on display and there are numerous education
opportunities.
The Expo is highlighting the importance of farm safety with grain bin rescue
demonstrations and training. Commissioner Hugh Weathers will participate in the
first rescue demo Jan. 16 at 12:30 p.m., when experts rescue him from a partially
filled grain bin. Additional demonstrations are set for Jan. 17 at 9:30 a.m. and 11:30 a.m.
All demos will happen in the Expo’s outdoor exhibit area at the Florence Civic Center, 3300 West Radio
Drive, Florence, 29501. 
Look for a complete wrap up of the Expo in the next addition of the Market Bulletin along with pictures
from the second annual event.
Luther Kneece talks about growing cotton with WACH Fox Anchor
Tyler Ryan for the feature Ag Works – Farm Eye for the City Guy.
Aquaculture 
STERILE GRASS CARP,
12-14in, $11ea. Perry Price;
Lexington; 803-356-3403
FARM RAISED CHANNEL
CATFISH, fingerlings, 30¢ ea,
d isc  on orders  of  2000+;
½-1lb fish, $3/lb; 1lb+ fish,
$2/lb. Russell Smith; Calhoun;
803-568-2994
BREAM, 1-8in, 35¢-$1.50;
Bass ,  $1 .50;  Catf ish ,  50¢;
Grass  Carp $13;  Threadf in
Shad, $30/lb; more; qty disc,
p /u  or  del .  Derek Long;
Newberry; 803-276-2070
CRAPPIE,  2-4in ,  $1-2;
Bluegill  Bream, 1-7in, 30¢-
$1.25; Largemouth Bass, 3in,
$1.50; Catfish, 4-6in, 50¢ ea.




pas ture  ready,  $400up.
Brent  Bradley;  Saluda;
864-445-2487
BLk ANG BuLL, reg ,
selling to prevent inbreeding,




2 cows bred w/4th  ca l f ;
1  cow bred w/2nd cal f ,
cows c lose  to  ca lving;
gent le  reg  bul l ,  $4700al l .
Harry Cameron; Williamsburg;
843-221-7614
REG BLk ANG BuLLS,
12-15m/o, BSE, exc dispo &
EPDs, calving ease, $1800up;
heifers, open or bred, more,
$1500up. S Clark; Greenville;
864-430-7734
BLk ANG BuLL CALF,
B-6/13,  f rom reg s tock,
$850. Ken Boggs; Anderson;
864-934-8699
2-F1 BLk BALDIE
HEIFERS, out of reg polled
Herefrd  dams & reg Yon
Object ive  Blk  Ang s i re ,
more, $1250ea, both/$2400.
Gene McCarthy;  Edgefield;
803-278-2274
2 BLk ANG HEIFERS,
bred,  800-900lbs ,  bred to
Gardiner reg bull, good EPDs,
$1500. Jeff Soowal; Anderson;
864-324-2195
4 REG CHAR BuLLS,
bred for  growth,  mi lk  &
calving ease ,  $1200up.
Lewis  Ki l l ian;  York;
704-460-8780
6 REG CHAR HEIFERS,
bred for growth, milk, calving
ease, top b'l ines, 13-14m/o,
$1200up. Joe Killian; York;
803-684-3689
LIMO BuLL, dbl blk,  dbl
polled, reg, B-6/1/12, $1800,
del / fee .  James Langston;
Pickens; 864-859-6794
8 ANG HEIFERS, $850up;
11m/o Ang bull, $1000; 4y/o
bull, $1800. David Wilkerson;
York; 803-925-2633
REG BLk ANG BuLL,
s i red  by Yon Traveler
S224,  BSE tes ted ,  gent le ,
27m/o, $2400. Bobby Baker;
Lancaster; 803-285-7732
HOLSTEIN HEIFERS, bull
calves,  $200ea,  1m/o,  good
b ' l ines .  Mark Connel ly ;
Colleton; 843-599-0963
2 BLk ANG BuLLS, 22m/o,
27m/o,  $1800up.  A Laws;
Pickens; 864-637-8852
3 LONGHORN STEERS,




YRLING BuLLS,  AI &
embryo pedigrees, $1500up.
J im Rathwel l ;  P ickens;
864-868-9851
2 HOLSTEIN STEER
CALVES, on winter pasture,
hay & gra in  fed ,  $250ea.
Timmy Pr ice ;  Lexington;
803-892-6148
BLk ANG BuLL, 9m/o,
$850;  FB,  no papers .
Larry  Gunter ;  Lexington;
803-532-7394
MIXED CALVES, 4-5m/o,
$300up. Roland Perez; Aiken;
803-649-9172
BLk ANG COWS,
to  ca l f  soon,  $1600;  reg
Blk Ang bul l ,  $2000.
Terry Gibert; Greenwood; 864-
993-4212
2 YNG REG HEREFORD
COW CALF PRS,  $4500;
6  red  Ang hei fers ,  5  Ang
heifers ,  ready to  bred in
spring, $1200ea. Steve Sease;
Anderson; 864-304-6313
BBu REG BFMSTR BuLLS,
$1250up.  Joseph Logan;
Greenwood; 864-538-4732
17 REG ANG BuLLS,
15-24m/o,  forage  perform
test & pedigrees, w/low BWs,
breeding soundness  exams,
$2500up.  Dixon Shealy;
Newberry; 803-629-1174
REG LOWLINE RED
AuG BuLL, 15m/o, $1800.
Kei th  Cash;  Greenvi l le ;
864-275-6782
YRLNG BLk ANG BuLLS,
calving ease, gentle, $1.40/lb
cash. Brian Rikard; Oconee;
706-491-1111
12M/O ANG BuLLS,
$1200ea.  Kenneth  Rhodes;
Anderson; 864-847-9445
HEIFERS,  475-700 lbs ,
$700-850ea. Robert Hurley;
Laurens; 864-981-5352
2 TX LNGHN BuLLS, 7m/o
red, $450; 5m/o red & wht,
$300. Jerry Padgett; Berkeley;
843-761-2049
REG DEVON BuLL,
w/papers ,  2y/o ,  good
demeanor,  low BW, his
calves on sight,  $1800firm.
Hutch Hutchison; Colleton;
843-538-6846
REG RED ANG BuLLS,
calving ease ,  good
dispos ,  growth,  maternal
& carcass  t ra i t s ,  AI




$400-500;  5  PB Longhorn




$1050.  John Hendr ick;
Pickens; 864-430-5450
Dogs
Ads for dogs 3 months or
older  must be accompanied
by a copy of current
Rabies Vaccination Certificate
signed by a licensed
veterinarian. Under 3 months
you must include a birthdate.
NO DOG KENNEL/BREEDER
ADS ARE PERMITTED. Only
dogs-for-sale notices will be
published. As a  last-priority
item, dog notices will be
published as space permits.
GREAT PYRENEES, 5F,
B-11/23, $150. Eric Wheeler;
Kershaw; 803-299-4276
SQuIRREL FEISTS, B-10/1,
M/F, 1st shots, $200. Jon Ham;
Florence; 843-409-1080
GERMAN SHEPS, B-12/9,
AKC reg, $950. Jimmy Heath;
Aiken; 803-645-3232
¾ BORDER COLLIE ¼ ENG




2M, tales docked, working stock,
2nd shot, $150. Ramona Atkins;
Calhoun; 803-874-4578
AkC REG BEAGLES,
B-11/10, 6M 3F, $200up. Steve
Ard; Aiken; 803-603-0642
BLuE HEELER, Aust Cattle,
CKC, B-11/15, M, shots,
dewormed, $250. Paul Langston;
Pickens; 864-483-0137
Farm Equipment 
Farm equipment and farm truck
ads may not be submitted
by commercial dealers. All ads
must include the following
signed statement: “THIS FARM
EQUIPMENT AND/OR FARM
TRUCK WAS USED ON
MY FARM OR I AM NOT
A COMMERCIAL DEALER.”
Only farm truck ads with
legitimate farm truck license tag
numbers will be accepted. The
farm truck license tag number
must be included with the ad.
JD 450B TRACk LDR, GC,
recent hoses, rebuilt alternator &
starter, good 12v battery, good
undercar, more, $7500; more.
Louis Noah; Spartanburg;
864-804-1817
CASE BACkHOE, new front
tires, battery, 500 service, rebuilt
shuttle trans, oil/filters changed,
more, $15,500. Denis Busby;
Lexington; 803-528-1825
851 FORD, dsl, 5spd, tires
60%, new paint, runs good,
$3950. Bud Holmes; Cherokee;
864-489-1735
'74 INT 140 Skk, runs good,
needs front tires, $4200. Dennis
Hoover; Lee; 803-428-4426
JD 1010R TRACTOR, does
not run, $1850. Nancy Craven;
Colleton; 843-599-9262
CASE IH 900 PLANTER,
8rW, 3ph, hy fold, monitors, rm,
insecticide box, $7000; 2 silage
blowers, $350ea; more. Jeff
Millen; Chester; 803-209-0893
HAY SPEAR, 3ph, GC,
$75obo, cash or trade.
Robert Hansen; Spartanburg;
864-313-7911
WOODS L306, 6ft mower for
CFA or Super C, LN, $1200; 7ft
3ph scrape blade, $300. R Yonce;
Saluda; 803-685-7240
AuTO CATTLE HEADGATE,
some surface rust, in GC, $200.
Johnny Martin; Anderson; 864-
561-9544
'75 FA 140, key start,
cultivators, 1ph, fert attachment,




SPRAYER, 50ft hose & reel,
side & vert spray nozzle, more,
$6500, AG spray pasture sprayer,
more, $3300. Kyle Bowers;
Kershaw; 803-288-4191
'53 60 JD, rebuilt eng & trans,
orig 3ph, runs & drives good,
$4200obo or trade smaller JD or
Ford. Charlie Catoe; Kershaw;
803-438-1282
220 JD LEVELING HARROW,
9in spacing 18ftw, $5000; 11
shank Taylor Way chisel plow,
$900. Chris Chambers; Anderson;
864-350-0190
20FT GN STOCk TRL, hvy
duty dual axles, new paint,
rewired w/new lights, $2500.
Gene McCarthy; Edgefield;
803-278-2274
2H TRL, FC, dual axle,
padded inside walls, removable
divider, escape door, storage
compartment, $800. Buddy
Fleming; Union; 864-350-4061
kING kuTTER, 60in finish
mower, GC, new belt, $750 or
will trade for 3ph bedder or
bale spear. Ziggy Surawski;
Marlboro; 843-430-4637
JD 4640, in shed, new A/C,
dryer & lines, mechanically
sound, w/21ft JD 230 disc




$1500. Dwight Rish; Lexington;
803-312-4167
kuBOTA 1750, hydrostat,




SPRDR, PTO driven, EC,
$1000; Syoer FA w/cult, fast
hitch, EC, $3000; 8x15 equip trl,
$1000; more. Tony Sistare;
Lancaster; 803-283-8157
JD 7000 PLANTER, 4r,
30in, 3ph, $3850; 4r KMC
subsoiler, covering disc, row
markers, $1000; parallel arms,
$200. Jimmy Heath; Aiken;
803-645-3232
FORD MODEL 515,
sickle mower, 7ft, shed kept,
$450. Mike Goff; Saluda;
803-600-4513




NH SQ HAY BALER, Hayliner
268, GC, used yearly, good
tires, garage kept, $1050. Jacob
Seegars; Chester; 803-789-5566
FORD 3PH FORkS, $275.
Bill Johnson; Spartanburg;
864-472-3303
FA M & SPR C TRACTOR,
prts/restratn, $1000ea; NH baler,
AC baler, IH planter, Covington
2R planter, $500ea; more. Tim
Parnell; Chester; 803-371-4451
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Fruits & Vegetable Inspection
803-737-4588
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Pee Dee State Farmers Market
843-665-5154





does not publish dog
ads from kennels or
breeders. 
The Market Bulletin does not publish dog ads
from kennels or breeders.
If you are selling farm equipment it must include a signed statement
that states you are a farmer or you are not a commercial dealer.
JD 2950 GC CANOPY, King





swath control, 80ft spray boom,
$6500; JD 8300 tractor, more,
$45,000. John Durai; Kershaw;
803-418-9230
CuB FA, w/cultivators, not
running, $1500. Ed Lipscomb;
Greenville; 864-430-9249
SuNDOWNER 3H TRL,
GN alum, 8ft dressing rm, lrg
midtack, ramp, rear tack,




fits 3ph, 42hp needed to
operate, $1500. Garland Riddle;
Marlboro; 843-439-2474
76 JOINTS, 4in Ames Pipe,
3 Ts, 2 90, 1 45, pipe trl, 150
Series Nelson Big Gun, on whls,
$2200. Billy Rodgers; Saluda;
803-480-0292
JD 5310, new turf tires, dual
remotes, $7500; JD 2840, extra
frt weights, dual remotes;
Chandler spreader, $6000ea,
more. Bill Kaufmann; Horry;
843-756-7341
OLDER FORD 801, w/bush
hog, runs hot, $3000 or trade.
James Sealey; Anderson;
864-634-0640
JD 790 4X4, LDR & backhoe,
500hrs, VG, $17,400; JD 790,
4x4 w/ldr, low hrs, $11,400;
28 blade King, more, $1700;
more. Jamie George; Dillon;
843-616-1891
FORD 8N TRACTOR, new
paint, decals, tires, lights, gauges,
restored, EC, $3850. Thomas
Turner; Pickens; 864-380-3337
JD MOCO 920 CuTTER
COND, 7ft, used past
season, field ready, $9500.
Verne Caughman; Lexington;
803-532-5442
D-15 AC, gas, tricycle frt end,
EC, $3200. Mark Yonce;
Spartanburg; 864-473-0253
FA CuB, w/cults, $2200.
C Woodfin; Spartanburg;
864-316-4717
MF 1140 TRACTOR, 30hp,
3cyl dsl, 947hrs, 4WD, PS,
ROPS, 16spd for & rev, 2sp
PTO, exc paint, EC, $6750.
Mike Gainey; Greenville;
864-963-6177
'03 GORE ALuM, 2H SL GN,
rear or mid tack, H/C running
water, 12v & 110, queen
bed, storage, 2rm LQ, more,
$16,500. Al Nelson; Barnwell;
803-259-9087
FORD 3000, w/remote hyd,
canopy, PS, dsl, 2100hrs, GC,
$4700; 444 Int tractor, 42hp,
W frt end, dsl, PS, GC,
$3700. Charles Evatt; Oconee;
864-723-2799
MF 150 HIGH CROP,
5000hrs, $3500; MF 7ft sickle
mower, extra blades, $700; 28ft
GN cattle/stock trl, GC, $4000.
John Kingsmore; Union;
864-426-6678
CADMAN 2625 HOSE REEL,
full of hose w/traveling gun,
$7500; PTO irrig pump, $2500;
Denco 300gal sprayer, more,
$3950. Brian Henry; Anderson;
864-617-6436
MASSEY, 16in 2 bottom plow,
3ph, GC, $450. Butch Morrison;
Anderson; 803-487-1633
BOX SCRAPE, w/root rakes,
$300; Aerator, 15in dia, $200.
Jimmy Allsep; Pickens; 864-868-
9148
'72 CHEVY C-50, 24,000
GVW, custom 350, twin cycle
dump w/body, $1950, more
equip. Malcolm Rawls; Aiken;
803-564-5435
JD HX10 ROTARY CuTTER,
frt & rear chains, twin tail whls,
540 PTO, VGC, $5900obo. Gene
Adkins; Oconee; 864-885-1492
'75 HuBER F-1700 MOTOR
GRADER, runs good, w/Detroit
dsl 6V-53 engine, mechanically
sound, 13ft 10in blade, $7350.
Judson Decell; Lexington;
803-731-1234
RND HAY BALER, Case
8420, makes sm 550lb rnd
bales, used '13, VGC, $2100obo.
Judy Degner; Orangeburg;
803-747-2707
JD 4020, late model, 9000hrs,
GC, $8900; JD 444 corn
header, EC, $3000; '92 Int 8100
fert/lime spreader truck, $5600.
Will  Anderson; Anderson;
864-617-5366
'01 kuBOTA B2710 HST,
4wd, turf tires, 5ft belly
mower, Kubota IA 402 ldr,
w/bucket & pallet forks, $12,500.
James Chastine; Greenville;
864-430-6066
JD 9910 COTTON PICkER,
running, $1500. Jerry Shealy;
Lexington; 803-429-7458
'95 ECONOLINE TRL, 12ton,
EC, new floor, $4900 or trade for
10ton GN. Morris Johnson;
Newberry; 864-923-1670
WOOD RM59-3 FINISH
MOWER, w/extra blades, GC,
$450obo. Keith Gibbons;
Clarendon; 843-659-9933
GN TRL, 20ft, w/dovetail
& floor over neck stall,
$4250; 5ft box scrape, $300.
Gerald Waddell; Spartanburg;
864-918-9950
ELEVATOR, pulled by tractor,
$500. Betty Epting; Lexington;
803-892-5112
HuTCHINSON TRANSPORT
AuGER, 6x41 w/5hp single
phase elec motor & starter con-
trol, $1200. Richard Rentz;
Bamberg; 803-245-5991
uNVEREGTH, 4r rip-strip
no-till model 330, auto
spring loaded shanks, rolling
baskets, more, EC, $15,500.
Louis Tumbleston; Charleston;
843-371-0708
4R INT 336 PLANTERS,
$1200; JD 4r twine
cultivator, $350. Wayne Goude;
Georgetown; 843-558-7150
2630 JD TRACTOR,
70hp, $7500; JD 2 bottom mold
board turn plow, w/tail wheel,
$400. Lee Black; Oconee;
864-710-2811
FORD 3000 TRACTOR,
$3700; Long 510, $3000,
both dsl w/PS, runs good; JD
450C 6way dozer, needs trans
work, $7500. David Wilson;
Greenville; 864-303-3286
'89 CASE IH 1620
COMBINE, 4wd, new eng,
$7500; Taramax 10shank w/JD
450 drill, $15,500; CaseIH 23ft
disk, $13,500. Gene Roe; Aiken;
803-645-2234
JD 750 TRACTOR, 3cyl dsl,
low hrs, $4800. Albert Collins;
Barnwell; 803-259-5639
20 BLADE HVY kING OFF-
SET DISC, EC 24in blades field
ready, $2500. Jeffrey Gilmore;
Chesterfield; 843-517-0315
JD 654 ROW CROP HDR,
$3000; 6r Pittsburg cult w/hyd
fldng wings, $800; 4r Pittsburg
cult w/Sheffield sweeps, $600;
more. C Chassereau; Hampton;
803-942-1961
JD 950-D, FEL, PS, recent paint
& agri tires, $8250, prefer trade




12, 18 & 35in, $500ea obo;
'79 S1624 Int flatbed dump,
w/2ft sides gas, $8750obo.
Otis Hembree; Spartanburg;
864-427-4419
JD BO TRACTOR, restored,
new sheet metal, tires, etc,
$7000; early 1900's Case
steel threshing machine, $1000;
more. Ed Long; Laurens;
864-505-6765
FORD 640 TRACTOR,
for parts or restoration
$900obo; 12ft livestock trl, all
metal, $1000obo. Curtis Hill;
Greenwood;  864-980-2291
3 AXLE TAGALONG TRL,
w/6ft ramps, 6ft tongue, 4ft
beaver tail, 16ft level deck,
$2300; 8ftxft van trl, more,
$1900. Rose Murphy; Fairfield;
803-337-3697
20FT TRL, dual axles, all steel,
6in channel, $2500. Pete Soper;
Aiken; 803-447-7784
JD 71 FLEX 2R PLANTER,
$1400. James Strock;
Orangeburg; 803-308-1195
'97 1 TON CHEVY uTIL
TRuCk, Kanapheide 8ft bed,
dual rear whls, 350 eng, auto
trans, 66,700mis, regular cab,
more. Ronnie Parkins; Chester;
803-444-0322
4H BP SL, w/removable
dividers, GC, recently painted,
frt storage compartment, frt esc
door, $3750. Harold Coleman;
Marion; 843-423-1814
COW PANEL TRL, custom
made, holds 14 panels, 2in hitch,
$750. Rollie Knoke; Greenville;
864-444-9048
MF CORN PLANTER, w/fert
hoppers, $1200. Kenneth Rhodes;
Anderson; 864-847-9445
FLEX PIPE, smooth bore, new,
6in x 20ft, 6 pcs & 4 connectors,
$225. Eddie Gatlin; Berkeley;
843-312-3507
1 H 1020, 15ft head auger, LN,
$1100. Charles Nichols; Saluda;
864-445-8350
FORD 5600 TRACTOR, VGC,
2600hrs, $7000. Glynn Webster;
Clarendon;  803-468-7403
JD 5520, w/ldr, 4155hrs,
canopy, $22k; JD5420
w/ldr, 3330hrs, canopy,
$21k; JD7320, 2040hrs, $70k;




tires & pan, $15,000; 2 4in




skid, 300gal tank, model D403
pump, 5.5hp gas motor, reel,
nozzle, $2200obo. Douglass Britt;
McCormick; 864-391-3334
HuDSON TRL, 16ftL x 78inW,
Tandem Dexter axles, w/elec
brake, dual folding ramps,
jack, lights, more, $1500.
Todd Benton; Dorchester;
843-832-3065
'48 CASE DC3 TRACTOR,
restored, $2000. Randy Hammett;
Spartanburg; 864-706-7907
'90 CHEVY PICkuP 1500,
2wd, 5.7L, 325K mis, 119K mis
on rebuilt trans, new rotors,
front brakes, more, $4250. C
Matthews; Saluda; 864-992-1253
'77 FORD 4600Su
TRACTOR, dsl, PS, roll bar, 1




14ft hvy duty, model TS1680,
3y/o, $6000. Jimmy Forrest;
Saluda; 803-685-7735
53FT COMM BOX TRL,
recent brake work, fair tires, used
for pine straw, $5000obo. Walter
Earley; Berkeley; 843-743-8244
IHC 666 TRACTOR, w/2
post canopy, GC, $6000;
flat bottom grain wagon; 2r JD





plots, fire breaks, pond repairs,




land & lot clearing, dozer, skid




sold/sprd by ton, lrg & sm
acreage, pastures, wildlife plots,




house clean out, del of shavings,
clay, stone, any other needs.
Scott Baldwin; Kershaw;
803-513-2532
REPAIRS, or additions to barns
& farm buildings, old or new.
Ben Ivey; Union; 864-426-0900
BERMuDA GRASS SPRIGS,
plant w/8ft Bermuda King
grass planters, forage var:
Coastal, Russell & Tifton 85;
more. J Gallagher; Allendale;
803-686-0694
BARNS, stick built, post &
beam, pole barns, garages,
horse stalls, milking parlors,




paint, pressure wash, farm/hvy
equip mechanic repair,
welding/fabrication work, mobile
equip. Billy Gallman; Newberry;
803-276-7171
FENCE CONSTRuCTION,




install, repair, all types, barb
wire, Hi tensil, board, privacy &




parts for JD, MF, FA & Ford




penned, any custom cow work,
25+ yrs exp. Josh Brown;
Saluda; 864-910-5378
BuSH HOGGING, weed con-
trol spraying, tilling gardens,
rnd/sq hay baling, fence
repair/bldg, fert/lime spreading,
more. Mike Wright; Pickens;
864-270-0560
LAND CLEARING, grading,
land & wildlife management,
bush hogging, septic tanks,




door-to-door hauling by equine
pro, special needs welcomed,




w/wood trails, barn, stall,
pasture, coggins reqd, riding
lessons, Eng, Western, Paso Fino,
more. Beth Gaston; Chester;
803-374-6255
TRACTOR REPAIR, general
repairs, tune-up, repainting &
restoration. Jonathan White;
Florence; 843-373-3712
TRACTOR & EQuIP REPAIR,
clutch jobs, eng overhauls,




horses, lrg pastures, owner on




tractor trl load quant, chicken
litter, shavings, silage, mulch,
grain, corn, beans, more. Michael
Wise; Newberry; 803-271-4215
FENCES BuILT, or
repaired, all kinds, reasonable
prices. Jimmie Koon; Saluda;
864-445-7658
DOZER & TRACk HOE
WORk, build & repair ponds,
demolition, tree removal, grade
& clear land, repair rds,
free est. J Hughes; Greenwood;
864-227-8257
HORSE BOARDING, Elgin,
24hr turnout, feed stalls, lrg




specializing in NZ Hi Tensil elec,
hog wire, barb etc, hyd post
driver, 25yrs exp. Richard Crow;
Abbeville; 864-554-1107
BuSH HOGGING, various
light tractor work, mulching,
spreading, scraping, yard maint,
etc, call for info/free est. Cary
Cox; Greenville; 864-918-1691
FENCE INSTALLATION,
barb wire, field fence, agricultural
& residential. James Strock;
Orangeburg; 803-308-1195
CB & TIFTON 44, custom
plant w/Bermuda King 4r planter,
30yrs exp, sprigs avail, $1.75/bu.
Eddie Adams; Darlington;
843-332-0891
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B E A V E R / C O Y O T E
REMOVAL, by trapping,
eastern Greenville & Lauren
Co, $25/animal. Paul Miller;
Laurens; 864-862-6759
CATTLE SERVICES, caught,
penned, freeze branding &
hauling, find & catch wild cattle,




hvy brush & trees up to 6in, skid
steer on tracks. Pat Blue; York;
803-242-0095
TRACTOR REPAIR, service
on bush hogging, backhoe, frt
end ldrs, old/new tractors, parts,
will come to you. Jack Shelton;
Richland; 803-736-9820
CuSTOM PLANT BERMuDA
GRASS, w/Bermuda King row
planter, Coastal 44, 78 & 85, plant
any size track, statewide. Johnnie
Burkett; Aiken; 803-924-5736
SkID LDR WORk, 40yrs
fencing exper, all types of
farm, ranch fencing, feed lots &
catch pens. Charles Mullinax;
Anderson; 864-958-0721
LIME SPREADING, specialize
in bulk Tenn lime, call for
prices. Drake Kinley; Anderson;
864-353-9628
PASTuRE MGMT SERVICES,
spray weeds, treat fire ants in live-
stock pastures, licensed applicator,
spread lime & fert. Kenny Mullis;
Richland; 803-331-6612
CuSTOM SADDLE & TACk
REPAIR, hand-tooling, leather
fabrication of all types, belts,
bags, more. Donald Stevenson;
Fairfield; 803-718-1770
uTOPIA STABLES, 9 stalls, 6
pastures, lighted ring, rnd pen,
55A w/trails, 24hr access, more,
$300, full bd only. Cindy Hall;
Lexington; 803-727-6947
TRAINING & PLANTING
SERVICES, fruit trees, sm fruit,
grapevine pruning, commercial
exp. Barry Hoosler; Saluda;
803-622-3906
POND CONSTRuCTION,
20% disc on fish, lot clearing,
food plots, wildlife mgmt, rd
bldg. Cannon Taylor; Newberry;
803-276-0853
TRANSPORT, horse/cattle,
in/out of state; horse boarding,
62A, trails, barn, feed,
$300ea/mo; fences built,
repaired, more. Ed Lowther;
Jasper; 843-726-8373
FENCES BuILT, to your




Farm Land ads must be
for at least 5 acres under
cultivation. Ads from real estate
agents are not accepted,
unless they personally own
the property being offered.
PROVIDE A STATEMENT THAT
STATES THE LAND IS
YOUR PERSONAL PROPERTY.
9.3A, w/2A cleared, hdwd, pine,
high & dry, frtage Hwy 56/146,
Cross Anchor, no water/sewer,
but avail, $49,900. Louis Noah;
Spartanburg; 864-804-1817
WANT TO RENT/LEASE,
upstate pasture/barn & chicken
house, for grazing sm cattle herd




60A, water, $2450A; Aiken,
50A, $1750/A; 91A, $1500/A;
19A, $1900/A; 12A, water,
$1900/A; owner fin. Jerry
Waters; Aiken; 803-648-0310
152A, off Hwy 39 on Spann Rd,
$2750/A. Marvin Anderson;
Saluda; 864-451-3256
150A, Carlisle, 80A clear cut,
50A planted pine, 20A hdwd,
w/creek, $1450/A. Jeremy
Lindler; Union; 803-518-2168
193A, wooded, frtage on Little
River & Hwy 72, 15A river
bottom field, 16y/o pines
& hdwd, more, $2195/A.
Roy Jeffcoat; Abbeville;
864-933-1851
134A, near Abbeville Co
Industrial Park, 3 streams &
Turkey Creek, frontage on 2 st,
pasture, timber, sewer, water,
gas. Susan Cork; Abbeville;
803-345-7454
106A, near Salley, 5A Coastal
field, pine timber, farm house,
barn, tenant house, deer, turkey,
$2800/A. Ronnie Wingard;
Aiken; 803-360-6253
109A, mature pines, hdwds,
1500sf house, good hunting,
food plots, creek, $4000/A.
L Williamson; Bamberg;
803-894-3744
60A & 117A, timber, sell




40A FARM, w/renovated home,
mostly pasture, fenced/cross
fenced, cattle working pen,
$180,000. Ben Harwell; Saluda;
803-480-4387
15.2A, Calhoun Co, rd frtge,
mixed pines & hdwd drain,
hunting, $38,000; 150A, Sumter
Co, ducks, 75k. Carl Gulledge;
Calhoun; 803-530-8885
280A, hdwd timber, good
rds, near schools, City of
Laurens, will subdivide to
140A, public water, $2600/A.
Andy Parnell; Laurens;
864-360-1370
WANT 50A+, for reliable 5yr
lease, will work w/landowner
to manage property and/or
assist w/livestock as needed.
Thomas Mitchell; Laurens;
864-416-1390
54.68A, 8-10y/o planted pine,
hdwd, creek, food plots, deer
feeder, rd system, wildlife,
$2500/A. Steve Cooper; Saluda;
864-809-0369
55+A, near Erskine College,
3bd/2ba w/guesthouse, fenced,
cross fenced, barns, creek,
long driveway, $469,999. Farha
Ali; Abbeville;  864-379-8123
92A, 2mi W of Chappells,
Hwy 34, planted pines, mature
hdwd, deer, turkey hunting,
$2150/A. C Smith; Newberry;
864-993-9881
30A FARM, w/fenced pastures,
4 stall horse barn; 900sf
metal shop bldg, equip
storage bldgs, home, more,
$369K. Larry Couch; Oconee;
864-314-6136
WANT TO LEASE, hunting
land, Greenville, Pickens & N
Anderson Co, will protect,
maintain & improve land
w/food plots. Cary Cox;
Greenville; 864-918-1691
60A, farming, horses, hunting,
fishing, 3bd/2bt modular,
Aiken or Augusta area, $5999/A.
John Morgan; Edgefield;
803-279-6744
104A, 4 barns, 2 ponds, 2/3
pasture, 1/3 timber, fenced,








21A, on Lake Russell,
wooded, exc hunting, $140,000.
Shirley Huston; Abbeville;
803-917-9665
127A, clear cut, Mt Pisgah Rd,
2mis E of Hwy 341, public
water, pond sites, $339,000.
Larry Higginbotham; Kershaw;
803-622-7085
103A, Hwy 252 2mis of Hwy
25, spring fed creek, pines
w/hdwds, $2250/A. Tod Hensley;
Laurens; 864-979-4669





82.1A FARM, 3mi off I-20, exit
39, 5 pastures, home, barn,
$5500/A. John Snelgrove;
Lexington; 803-513-9227
67A, Honea Path, adjoining Co
Industrial Park, 2 streams, pond,
water, gas, sewer, wooded, open,
$3200/A firm. James Guest;
Abbeville; 864-369-0258
71A, Lee Co, Hwy 341N, 51/A
pines, 500+ft hwy frtage,
home, pond, more, $270,000.
H Biggerstaff; Abbeville;
864-446-8506
105A, 1 mi S of Heath Springs,
pines & hdwds, lrg creek,












box, $35; fresh brn eggs,
$2.50dz; $6/flat, hens on all
natural feed. Donna Blake;
Calhoun; 803-917-2694
JAP QuAIL EGGS, antibiotic
& hormone free, $5/10pack.
Brian Long; Richland;
803-609-7057




Garden Plant ads may not
be submitted by commercial
nurseries defined as those with
sales of  $5,000 or more per year.
STRAWBERRY PLANTS,




2gal pots, $10ea. W Hill; Aiken;
803-652-2373
OLD TIMEY WHT, multiplying
onion bulbs, $10/lb, ship
2+lbs. Steve Swaney; Abbeville;
864-376-3556
RABBITEYE BLuEBERRIES,
$2ea, ship min 15, +$8.50ship;
grapevines, $3ea; thornless
blackberries, $2.50. Billy Eddins;
Chesterfield; 843-623-2427
TuRkEY FIG TREES, $7up;
pomegranates, $8. Cornelius
Clark; Berkeley; 843-761-2343
OLD TIMEY WHT ONION
SETS, cluster grows at top of
stalk for next planting, $10/lb,
+ship; blk walnuts, in shell,
$1/lb. Billy Gallman; Newberry;
803-276-7171
BLuEBERRY PLANTS,
Thornless Blackberry, cherry, fig
& plum trees, Muscadines, more,
$4-8, no ship. Hazel Bridges;
Greenville; 864-879-3384
BRN TuRkEY FIG TREES,
$15ea, no ship. Larry Johnson;
Orangeburg; 803-664-4213
BLuEBERRIES, lrg, 2 var;
sweet thornless blackberries,
$6ea; pomegranates, fig trees,
$10ea. F Noles; Barnwell;
803-383-4066
Goats, Llamas & Sheep
6 GOATS, 3m/o, 2F, 4M,
Mixed Boer & Spanish, F, $95;
M, $90. Jack Fogle; Orangeburg;
803-331-6675
2 FB BOER BuCkS, good
producers, healthy, 3-4y/o, no
papers, selling to prevent
inbreeding, $250ea; more. Lee
Johnson; Chester; 803-789-3105
RAMS, $100up. Ann Furtick;
Orangeburg; 803-707-4826
ADGA NIGERIAN DWARFS,
UTD shots, debudded, 3 bucks,
27 does, $3000. Rendel Mincey;
Horry; 843-503-1882
ST CROIX, ram lambs, 6-9m/o,
$150up. Dominick Russo; York;
704-763-7677
FAINTING GOAT, 2y/o billy,
brn & wht, $150. Joe Calwise;
Laurens; 864-998-3405
F BOAR & SPANISH
GOATS, most are bred,
$200; mixed milk goat yrlngs
& wethered billies, $100-125.
Mark Connelly; Colleton;
843-599-0963





b'line, $150up. Johnny Hickey;
Chesterfield; 843-537-7535
PB MILk GOATS, Saanen
doe & doeling, 1 Nubian doe,
does ready for freshening,
$250ea. Jacob Hoover; Calhoun;
803-747-4535
NuBIAN kIDS, does, reg &
non reg, bottle-fed, $250-300;
Nubian doe, y/o, good milking
b'lines, $300, more. Shelly
Hammond; Aiken; 803-663-0278
REG FAINTING GOATS,
does, bucks, new doelings &
bucklings, variety of colors,
$200up. Lorie Anderson; Horry;
843-333-6868
BLACkBELLY SHEEP, 2F,
$150, B-9/23; 2 mature F,
$175ea; 1 yng M, $200; 1 adult
M w/full curl horns, $275;
more. Danny Park; Anderson;
724-840-8958
ADGA SAANENS, $200up, all
have proof of neg CAE CL Bruc
Johnne's. L Garcia; Richland;
803-687-7531
kIkO, Kiko cross, $100up; PB
NZ Kiko, $200up. Bobby Page;
Spartanburg; 864-494-2501
F ALPACA/LLAMA CROSS,
blk w/wht face, very tame,
$300obo. Lloyd Gerhart;
Kershaw; 803-425-8796
BOER GOATS, FB 3m/o,
$100; FB 5y/o, $375; FB








D W A R F   B u C k L I N G ,
B-1/2/14, $175, eligible for
AGS/ADGA registration, herd
tested CAE-free, more. Gail
Cooley; Anderson; 864-947-8881
NuBIAN DAIRY GOATS,
kids bucks/does, $99up, buck,




reg, proven, throws wht &
colored kids, healthy, 4y/o, $350
or trade for Angora Does. Alison
Waddell; Aiken; 803-593-7725
ABGA 100% RED BuCk,
2y/o, reg, $400. Robin Jones;
Darlington; 843-230-6222
SAVANNAH DOELINGS,
9m/o, ¾ Savannah ¼ Spanish,
$175-200; 30 goats, ready
to breed, 5 Buckleys, 9m/o,
$300. Wayne Cooper; Cherokee;
7045021991
REG NuBIAN BuCk, Saanen
& Nubian cross buck, both 2y/o,
$250ea obo. Elgava Jones;
Greenville; 864-836-3581
BuCkS & DOES, 11m/o, ½
Savanna x ½ Spanish, $200ea.
Jerry Winchester; Oconee;
864-638-9046
ALPACAS, Suri & Hacuaya,
$150up, show & fiber quality,
sev bred & open F/M. Susan
Thorne; Laurens; 864-982-3738
BOER NANNY, w/kid, $200;
Boer nanny w/triplets, 2 nannies
billy, $300. Philip Poole; Union;
864-427-1589
Hay & Grain
FEED OATS, 50lb bag, $7;
100lb bag, $14; shell corn,
50lb bag, $7. David Jamison;
Barnwell; 803-541-1657
'13 YEL SHELL CORN,
$7/bag, $50/barrel; Fescue, sq,
$4ea, $40/rnd, barn. Melvin Barr;
Pickens; 864-360-5176
'14 CORN, shelled, cleaned,
bagged, 50#, $8. Cecil Parks;
Greenville; 864-963-1454
COMBINE RuN RYE,
$8/bu. Brian Adams; Aiken;
803-640-9787
SHELLED CORN, $50/barrel;
$8/50lb bag. William Nickles;
Greenwood; 864-941-7066
'13 COMBINE RuN OATS,
bulk, for 55gal drum, $40; rnd
hay, $25-35ea; sq, $5. Charles
Nichols; Saluda; 864-445-8350
SHELLED CORN, $50; wheat,
$50; cob corn, $25, load in
your 55gal drum; Wheat straw,
sq, $3. Jeffrey Anderson;
Richland; 803-446-8054
FESCuE & BERMuDA MIX,
sq, $4; Fescue, rnd, $30. Arthur
Black; York; 803-684-2333
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'13 MIXED GRASS HAY, 4x5,
$20; sq, $3.50, all barn, GQ, can
del/fee. Donald Devore; Laurens;
864-923-0666
'13 FESCuE, HQ, barn, $30;
cow, barn, $25; outside hay, $20,
del avail. Chris Minton;
Anderson; 864-617-4936




60lb sq, $12.75ea; CB rnd, HQ,
barn, $45. Bill Martin; Anderson;
864-314-3570
'13 CB, 48x54 net wrap
cow hay, $35del, $5/bale
w/in 25mis, fall cut, sq, $5.
Rickey Meetze; Lexington;
803-892-3573
'13 CB, 4x5 rnd, net wrap, fert,
no rain, $40ea. Eddie West;
Aiken; 803-507-8205
'13 CB, 4x5 rnd, cow/goat,
$15ea. Anthony Carroll;
Anderson; 864-314-2111
'13 CB, net wrap, HQ, $40 &
$50. Ann Furtick; Orangeburg;
803-707-4826
1ST QuAL, fescue/orchard,
CB, sq, $4.50-5.50/bale; 4x5 rnd,
Fescue, net wrap, barn, $25-35.
Charles Burnette; Greenville;
864-877-5331
FESCuE, cow hay, 4x5,
rnd, fall cut, under tarp,
$30. James Langston; Pickens;
864-859-6794
'13 FESCuE, 4x5 rnd,
stored, $40ea, del/fee. Jonathan
Langston; Pickens; 864-918-0231
'13 CB, HQ, 4x5, w/o rain,
limed, fert, Clemson specs, $50,
del avail. Ned Blackmon;
Lancaster; 803-285-5112
'13 COASTAL, 4x5 rnd, net
wrap, $30. Ronny Wilson;
Anderson; 864-356-6959
'13 CB, HQ, barn, net wrap,
4x5 rnd, $50; field kept, $35-45;
CQ, $20-30. Richard Ulmer;
Bamberg; 803-267-2336
'13 CB, sq, $5; rnd, net wrap,
$40ea; wheat hay, cut in doe
stage, rnd, $30; wheat straw, sq,
$3; all shed. Clayton Leaphart;
Lexington; 803-892-2642
GOAT HAY, $20; cow hay,
$30, all 4x5 rnd twine. Jason
Poole; Lexington; 803-513-4823




Fescue/mixed grass, 4x5 rnd,
$35ea; all '13, barn, no rain, fert.
Billy Gallman; Newberry;
803-276-7171
'13 FESCuE, 4x5 rnd, twine,
barn, $30, vol disc. Frank Suber;
Newberry; 803-940-7173
'13 FESCuE, HQ, $3.75,
Mauldin-Simpsonville area. Bud
Greer; Greenville; 864-963-9203
CB, sq, $4.50ea; Timothy, sq,
$12.75ea. William Martin;
Anderson; 864-314-0797
'13 FESCuE MIX, sq, $4,
western York Co, fert, no
rain, barn, 50+, $3.50ea; 100+,
$3ea. Larry Feller; York;
803-925-1602
'13 CB, 4x5 rnd HQ, no rain,
50-$55; 1st cut CB, 4x5
rnd, $35. Bill Fulmer; Lexington;
803-657-5487
CB, 4x5 indiv wrapped, GQ
cow hay, $45. Steve Miller;
Lexington; 803-917-5203
'13 FESCuE, mixed grass, 4x5,
no rain, $20. Carroll Shealy;
Laurens; 864-697-6289
'13 CB, net wrap, 4x5, 5 bales
min, $35ea. Walter Bessinger;
Bamberg; 803-383-2189
'13 CB, HQ, 4x5, $35; '13 CB
& Bahia grass 4x5, $25,




Timothy, Alfalfa, several blends,
$11up, del avail statewide;
Chaff hay avail by bag or
pallet. Jerry Raines; Spartanburg;
864-909-1538
'13 CB MIX, fert, net wrap,
4x5, $30ea; 10 or more,
$25ea. Phil Ardis; Clarendon;
803-460-0915
BERMuDA/BAHIA, rnd,
$25ea, 10+, $20ea, del avail.
Bobby Anderson; Sumter;
803-968-0106
'13 CB, 4x5, barn, $35. Brian
Henry; Anderson; 864-617-6436
TIFTON 85, or Coastal, rnd,
$40-60; sq, $6.50. Alex Nobles;
Barnwell; 803-793-6867
'13 COASTAL, 4x5 rnd, net
wrap, HQ, $50ea, del avail.
David Fulmer; Orangeburg;
803-917-0467
'13 FESCuE, HQ, $3.75/sq.
Adam Truesdale; York;
803-374-7886
'13 ALFALFA, rnd only. Calvin
Young; Laurens; 864-923-0167
'13 FESCuE, Prem HQ, 4x5,
net wrap, barn, $40; outside,
$30. Michael Copeland; Union;
864-426-7996
FALL '13 FESCuE MIX, HQ,
net wrap, 4x5, $40, barn; $30,
outside. Chris Smith; Union;
864-426-5980
'13 Au GRAZER
LESPEDEZA, sq, green &
leafy, $10ea. Reed Edwards;
Laurens; 864-871-2575
FESCuE, GQ, rnd, barn,
$30ea. Buddy Griffith; Anderson;
864-261-6436
'13 CB, 4x5, $30. Carroll
Harmon; Lexington; 803-359-3956
FESCuE, 4x5, HQ, CQ,
outside, $20; shed, $30.
Wesley Boland; Newberry;
803-768-2010
'13 FESCuE & MIXED, HQ,
4x4 rnd, $15, field; $20,
barn; '12 hay, 4x4 rnd, $8;
del avail. David Campbell;
Greenville; 864-895-1918
CB, net wrap, rnd, $48; sq,
$6. Andrew Rice; Allendale;
803-686-1208
COASTAL, 5ft rnd, $35ea.
Michael DeWitt; Hampton;
803-942-1443
HAY, 4x5, tight, fert, limed,
CB, $35; Rye grass, $25; mixed
grass, $15. Craig Caughman;
Lexington; 803-532-9361
'13 FESCuE MIX, 4x5 rnd,
Coastal mix, no rain, CQ,
$30; $25ea for 20 or more; '12
mixed hay, 200 bales, twine
wrap, $20. Brad Bishop;
Laurens; 864-682-5588
'13 FESCuE/BERMuDA
MIX, rnd, barn, $35.
Bryan Waldroup; Oconee;
864-888-7585
'13 CB, 4x4, $35. Ronald
Smoak; Barnwell; 803-259-2015
'12 CB, rnd, $20-30; '13 CB,
rnd, $40-50. Sonya Parnell;
Calhoun; 803-791-9534
'13 BERMuDA, or Bahia, 4x5,
$30; 4x5 Fescue, $25, no rain, lrg
rolls. Curtis Coffey; Greenwood;
864-993-0944
'13 MIXED GRASS OR
BAHIA, 4x4 rnd, covered, fert &
limed, $30ea. Eddie Phillips;
Sumter; 803-486-0081
'12 MILLET HAY, 150 sq,
$2.50ea, w/o rain, fert,
limed; 400 sq, mixed grass
hay, $2ea. Steve Pace; Pickens;
864-483-4678
CB, sq, HQ, $7, South
Aiken. Allen Kirchner; Aiken;
803-641-1476
PREM COASTAL, limed, fert,
4x5, wrap, $45/field, $50/barn;
sq, $6; Bermuda/Bahia, 4x5,
wrap, $35/field, $40/barn; sq,
$5, vol disc. Hack Bartley;
Greenwood; 864-229-1032
'13 FESCuE, w/mixed grass,
quality fall cut, 4x5, no
rain, $25. Kevin Adair; Laurens;
864-918-0834
FESCuE HAY, 4x5 rnd,
net wrap, $24; w/o net
wrap, $12. William Beck;
Chester; 704-681-2877
'13 COW HAY, $25, can




50# sq 9/13 cut, p-up only,
$15ea. Irv Herman; Charleston;
843-270-6497
'13 CB, 4x5 rnd, net wrap,
$40-50ea, free del on
10-15/bales w/in 40 mis of
Pelion. Terry King; Lexington;
803-381-6177
'13 RND, 4x5, w/o rain, $28ea,
10 or more, $25. Mike Wright;
Pickens; 864-270-0560
'13 FESCuE/BERMuDA
MIX, 4x5 rnd, fert, GQ,
tight rolls, 20-$30ea, del avail.
Casey Sokol; Anderson;
864-245-0071
'13 CB MIX, 4x5 rnd, fert, no
rain, $30. Wally Sumner; Aiken;
803-648-7347
COASTAL, HQ, Bahia, CQ,
4x5 net wrap, fert; dry storage,
$30. Heyward Easterling;
Darlington; 843-332-9810
FESCuE, 4x5 rnd, shed, $35;




GQ, 4x5 rnd, $25ea.
Thomas Coleman; Saluda;
803-622-0824
HORSE HAY, 4x5, $50ea, 10+,
$45ea; cow hay, $35ea, 10+,
$30ea, del avail. Wells Miller;
Edgefield; 803-507-5703
'13 MIXED GRASS HAY, 4x4,
$20; 4x5, $25, all barn, del
avail. Leon Fulmer; Newberry;
803-924-0493
'13 COW HAY, rnd, $30ea; '13
CB, sq, $6. Pete Soper; Aiken;
803-447-7784
ORCHARD GRASS, 60 sm
bales, 2nd cut, clean, no
weeds, $8ea. Juergen Kopp;
Spartanburg; 864-680-9854
'12 FESCuE, $17; '13 Fescue
HQ/barn, $30ea; '13 mixed
Fescue $15ea; qty disc, all
4x5 rnd, w/o rain, limed/fert.
Wayne Crandell; Greenville;
864-962-0120
'13 FESCuE, 4x5 rnd,
net wrap, soil tested, fert,
$40ea. Bobby Baker; Lancaster;
803-285-7732
'13 CB, HQ, 48x50, rnd, barn,
$45ea; '13 cow hay, 4x5,
$20ea. Danny Leitner; Fairfield;
843-200-0887
FESCuE, HQ, 4ft rnd, barn,
$30ea, quant disc. A Helms;
York; 803-417-5343
QuALITY HAY, 4x4 rnd, $15,
del avail. Robert Burgess;
Spartanburg; 803-804-3159
'13 CB MIXED GRASS, 200+
4x5 net wrap, $15ea; 100 '12
mixed grass, $10; 140 4x5
Abruzzi Rye, $10. Tommy
Coggins; Laurens; 864-682-0490
'12 CB, 4x5, string, field
kept, $30. Scott Ulmer; Colleton;
843-866-2159
CB, rnd.4x5, net wrap,
$40 & $30; rye straw, $3.
Dwight McCartha; Lexington;
803-429-6121




'13 COASTAL, HQ, sq, $5-6,
limed, fert, no Bahia, Ryegrass,
or chicken litter, del avail,
100 bales CQ Coastal, $3ea.
George McCoy; Chesterfield;
843-307-8866
'13 FESCuE, SC Cert grower,
lrg rnd, w/o rain, $35ea, del
avail. Donald Stevenson;
Fairfield; 803-718-1770
FESCuE, HQ, fert, no rain,
$3; Bermuda, w/o rain,
$2.50; cow hay, $1.50; ground
cover mulch, $1; all '13,
barn. Don Hall; Greenville;
864-303-8472
'13 70 VOLuNTEER GRASS,
$30ea; 30 Fescue & grass, $35ea;
70 Fescue, $40ea; 70 Oats,
$50ea; all 5x5. H Stockman;
Newberry; 803-924-7878
'13 FIELD RYE/RYE GRASS
MIX, cut in doe stage, fert/lime,
no rain, barn, net wrap, 4x54 rnd,
$30ea. Sam Rikard; Lexington;
803-892-2630
'13 HQ OATS & RYE
GRASS, or Fescue & Rye Grass,
4x4, net wrap, rnd, $20-30ea, del
avail. Donald Counts; Newberry;
803-315-1016
GRASS MIX, rnd, 4x5, stored
outside, $20. Jackie Rogers;
Spartanburg; 864-576-0736
MIX GRASS, Fescue, 4x5
net wrap, baled 9/5, no rain,
$25ea. R Estelle; Greenwood;
864-910-1192
Hogs & Pigs
BABY POT BELLY PIGS,
6w/o, 4M, $25ea; 2F, $50,
Gaston area. Donna Scott;
Lexington; 803-622-7019
POT BELLY PIGS, 1M, 2F,
$75ea. William Claxton;
Colleton; 843-909-4285
RED WATTLE BOAR, PB,




BREED PR, lrg blk, 2y/o,
350lbs ea, litters 10-11, exc for
lard, $550/pr. J Justice;
Cherokee; 864-621-9171
Horses, Mules & Donkeys
Ads for horses, mules, and
donkeys 6 months old or older
must include AN UNALTERED
LEGIBLE CURRENT COPY
of a negative Coggins test.
Under 6 months you
must include a birthdate.
MINI DONkEY JACk,




jenny, $1200; blk jack B-7/17,
$750; brn jack, B-8/31, $550.
Mark Yonce; Spartanburg;
864-473-0253
PASO FINO, Paragon de La
Katrina, well gaited w/easily
controlled brio, prof trained &
shown nationally, $5000. Beth
Gaston; Chester; 803-374-6255
PASOFINO MARE, 8y/o,
gentle, blue ribbon winner at
shows, $1500. Don McKinney;
Spartanburg; 864-706-9738
REG TWH, 3y/o mare,
15.1, sorrel, flax m/t, broke
to trail ride, sweet temp,





STOCk TANk, w/heater, $75;
Parmak Precision elect fence
charger, 30mi range; more.
Douglas Ranck; Georgetown;
719-221-9905
16 METAL, chicken house trusses,
36ftL, $175ea. Joey Johnson;
Chesterfield;  843-672-2567
REAR WHL WGHTS, IH-C,
H, M, $100 set; ½wghts, $110
set; AB Cub, $75 set; LN
rear tires/tubes/rims 11.2 x 24,






GOuRDS, hang ready, $1-3;
uncut, 25¢-$2.50; umbrella
shaped racks, holds 12, $40;
18, $60; C/Super C whl
rim/tire, $300. R Yonce; Saluda;
803-685-7240
CEDAR LuMBER, $1.10/bf;
4inx4in cedar post, $5ea; holly,
red oak, $2/bf. Andy Morris;
Newberry; 803-276-2670
2 TRACTOR TIRES, 18.4x38
8ply, 50-60% tread, $250ea.
Charles Horger; Calhoun;
803-707-1493 
CAMPHOR WOOD, cut to
size, 15¢/lb. Robert McFee;
Beaufort; 843-524-1195
SCALES, load bars digital
readout, can be placed under
cattle chute, 5000lb, TI500BW
by Trancell Tech, $500.
Roger Graham; Abbeville;
864-446-2946
HORSE STABLE, 29 stalls,
$5000obo, must be removed




MOWER, 54in deck, 23hp,
63hrs, LNC, $3500. Hugh Elrod;
Pickens; 864-508-1633
WOODEN NEST BOXES,
treated, 128inL 10inD 12inH
9inW, $30. Billy Eddins;
Chesterfield; 843-623-2427
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FRAMED CAGE, metal, fits




$25/ton, free del w/in 20mis of
Brocks Mill Farm. Marc Marsh;
Chesterfield; 843-862-8873
CHAIN SAW, 3400 Poland
bow blade, $200. Dan Morrison;
Anderson; 803-487-1633
SAMSON, GL285T 12ply ST
235/85 R16, $110; IronMan LT
235/85 R16 LR E, $90; Geotrac
LT 235/85 R16 LR E, $120, obo
all, no rims. Raymond Mansur;
Aiken; 803-643-0334
REDWORMS, $27/1000; bed
run, $22/lb; LS swamp worms,
$32/1000; bed run, $27/lb,
call for ship chgs, stocked beds




cash. James Chavis; Florence;
843-659-2792
BLACk NuRSERY POTS,
1gal, 5¢; 2gal, 15¢; 3gal, 30¢; no
ship. Kathryn Hall; Kershaw;
803-413-3389
1H BuGGY, w/top, seats 4,
orig whls w/rubber, good seat
cover & shaves, ready to hook &
drive, $950. Harry Isbell;
Anderson; 864-617-2627
kRAuT CuTTER, $125; 6qt
sausage/lard press, $200; 400#
hanging cotton scale, $125. M
Long; Newberry; 803-924-9039
REAR TRACTOR TIRE,
8.3-20, $100obo. Ed Lipscomb;
Greenville; 864-430-9249
5FT METAL FLAT BELT
PuLLEY, $250; 2 metal flat
belt pulleys, $150ea; farm
platform scales, on whls, $200;
more. C Woodfin; Spartanburg;
864-316-4717
COMPOST, mix of horse
manure & shavings, $1/load,
u p-up. Rex Newman; Lexington;
803-530-3800
CuB CADET ZTR, 54in zero
turn mower, 24hp Kawasaki eng,
2y/o, 180hrs, $1900, del/fee.
Oscar Bishop; Beaufort;
843-838-2034
CAGES, for chicken, quail,
pigeon, rabbit, 30inx24inx24inT,
$28, 14gauge welded wire,
new, more. Michael Padgett;
Lexington; 803-892-2756
EARTHWORMS, $25/lb,
prepaid ship, pick your own
$20/lb, 2mls off I-26 exit 129,
worms in cups, $2/50. Jim Ivey;
Calhoun; 803-874-4512
2HORSE DRAWN PLANTERS,




T&G long boards, avg 8ft, 2in x
¾in thick, 1800sf plus 300sf of
25-75% heart pine, $3800all obo.
Michael Young; Laurens;
864-923-2250
OAk LuMBER, 1in-2in thick,
6in-12in wide, mostly 12ft long,
stored inside, $2/bf. Paul Brown;
Richland; 803-786-9774
WOOD SPLITTER, 20ton cyl,
5hp B/S motor, $900firm. A
Logan; Calhoun; 803-874-3793
55GAL SOLID TOP METAL
DRuMS, $15ea. Luke Cook;
Lexington; 803-467-6540
REDDY HEATER PRO155,
LN, $225; TYVEC protective
suits, 2XL, $45/box of 25.
Harriet Little; Dorchester;
843-873-7271
HAY HuTS, $650, free del w/in
40 mis of Wagener. Frank
Wooten; Aiken; 803-564-5565
HDWD LuMBER, Red Oak,
Maple, Yel Poplar, 1inT, random
width, 8-10ftL, $2/bdft; pine, 2x
& 1x8x8/10/12, 45¢/bdft. Philip
Epps; Newberry; 803-276-5747
ASPHALT MILLINGS,




movable, weighs hvy objects,
$200. Betty Epting; Lexington;
803-892-5112
RR CROSS TIES, 8ft,
premium, $8ea, 16 or more,
can del. Wayman Coleman;
Abbeville; 864-446-2885
'74 IH CuB CADET, 109
lawn tractor, Hydro, 42in deck,
$600, EC; 12pc IH belt buckle





hub-hub, $125ea or $225 both;
more. Bill Timmerman; Aiken;
803-640-6265
kILN DRIED SHAVINGS,
tractor trl quan, $900, del w/in 40
mis of Newberry. Michael Wise;
Newberry; 803-271-4215
PETROLEuM STORAGE




21ft8in long, 96inW, hvy duty,
$1500. Tony Wallace; York;
803-242-2299
55GAL POLY DRuMS, closed
top, $8; 55 closed top, $6; metal
open, $10; totes, 275gal, $50;
335gal, $65; quantity disc. Clyde
Llyles; Lancaster; 803-289-2791
MITM 3004 ELECT, hot water
washer/steam cleaner, kerosene




stacked, cut to size, full size
p/up, Columbia, Irmo, Chapin
areas, $120. Ronald Wright;
Richland; 803-345-8386
PINE SHAVINGS, p/up bulk
loads, $40; dump truck loads,
$275. Walter Cook; Laurens;
864-876-3409
RND CEDAR POSTS, dry, cut
to var sizes, 4-10in dia, 6-12ftL,




crank, $110obo; #20 wash pot,
$190obo; lrg & med cotton
scales, $115 & $95obo.
Luann Masters; Greenville;
864-313-2992
2 TRACTOR TIRES, rear,
new, 13x6x24, $500. Albert
Collins; Barnwell; 803-259-5639
FRONT WEIGHTS, off
JD 4840, fits 40 series up,
$100ea. C Chassereau; Hampton;
803-942-1961
2EA FuEL TANkS, 250 gal,
oval, $100ea. Otis Hembree;
Spartanburg; 864-427-4419
CRAFTSMAN GRASS
CATCHER, 30d/o, used 4x,
$275. Cindy Whitesides; York;
803-448-0888
HORSE DRAWN WAGON,
for Hafliner size horse, has
brakes, removable shafts, tongue
can be used to PB, more, $1500.
Marsha Crews; Clarendon;
803-473-4514
12 JD REAR WHL WGHTS,
150lbs ea, fits 820, 830, 4020,
etc, $110ea. Ed Long; Laurens;
864-505-6765
FIREWOOD, you haul, cured
oak & hickory, stacked 4ft high
& 8ft long, 15-18in length
cut, $40/load. Byron Hanna;
Fairfield; 803-260-4982
CIRCLE Y SADDLE, 14in
w/full qrt horse bars, GC,
$400. Jen Cash; Greenville;
864-347-4750
16IN STuBBEN ENG
SADDLE, w/fittings, $400, GC;
14in Cleburne western show
saddle, EC, $750. Karen Curtis;
Pickens; 864-868-9751
POWERMATE, 5Kwatts
gasoline generator, VGC, $425;
Alpaca restraining chute,
VGC, $700. Pablo Murphy;
Spartanburg; 864-546-0928
#2 ANTIQuE BELL,
w/yoke, $150; #3 antique bell
w/yoke, $250. A Helms; York;
803-417-5343
HDWD FIREWOOD, 1ton
dump load, split & dumped,
$120/load, price may vary
w/distance of hauling. Drake
Kinley; Anderson; 864-353-9628
JD STX30, riding mower, needs




pump, new hoses & fittings,






12FT STEEL BED, w/4ft steel
sides, $500. W Ellenburg;
Pickens; 864-855-2565
EGG CARTONS, used,
8¢/50. Joan Joyce; Darlington;
843-307-4751
PuRPLE MARTIN GOuRD
RACkS, hay rack umbrella
design, hangs 12 gourds,







$130; ½hp, #12 grinder, $150;
both w/stuffing tubes. Ray
Fields; Aiken; 803-564-3892
PLASTIC BARRELS, 15gal,
open top w/lids, $15ea; 55 plastic
solid tops, $10ea; 35gal plastic,
$12ea; more. Philip Poole;
Union; 864-427-1589
TROY-BILT CHIPPER, 5hp
elec start, $600obo. Stanley
Taylor; Chester; 803-789-5236
HICkORY FIREWOOD, dry,
$75 load. Jackie Rogers;
Spartanburg; 864-576-0736
POuLAN GARDEN TILLER,
7-10y/o, needs work, $50. Sue
Queen; Lexington; 803-394-8668
TRAPS, for carpenter
bees, $13.50 p/up, can ship in
SE. Bill Timmerman; Aiken;
803-640-6265
Plants & Flowers
Plant and Flower ads
may not be submitted by
commercial nurseries defined
as those with sales of
$5,000 or more per year.
CANNA BuLBS, President
red, pink w/green leaf, rose
w/wine leaf, Bengal tiger, $1ea,
no ship. Robert Yonce; Saluda;
803-685-7240
CRAPE MYRTLE, Carolina
Beauty, Red Barefoot, 8-10ft





Butterfly Bush, $8. Cornelius
Clark; Berkeley; 843-761-2343
LEYLAND CYPRESS, $5ea;
Cryptomeria Japonica Nana, Sago
Palm, Tea Olives, $6ea; more,




Privet, Holly, 3gal/$6; iris,
daylilies, hostas, 1gal/$4; trees,
20gal/$25; more, no ship. Kathryn
Hall; Kershaw; 803-629-7435
LEYLAND CYPRESS,




clumps, $5; red Maple 6ft
shade tree, $12; Golden
Mop, Gardenia, Camellia, $5,




8-15ft, 65gal, $275-425ea. Edward
Rozen; Charleston; 843-889-5672
CANNA LILY BuLBS, red, yel,
Coral, 50¢ ea; ship 50 bulbs
postpaid for $40. Preston Franks;
Richland; 803-960-3373
GARDENIAS, Hardy Daisy,
Aug Beauty, Dwarf variegated
'Radican' plant liners, $2.35ea,




3gal, 3-5ft, $10ea, 10 or more,
$8ea. Larry Pollard; Richland;
803-730-7087
LEYLAND CYPRESS, 3gal,
$4; Cherry Hedge, $5; Jap Maples,
$8-20; China Fir, Kwanson cherry,
$5-10; more, no ship. Hazel
Bridges; Greenville; 864-879-3384
EASTER RED CEDAR,




3 gal pots, $10. Charles Makl;
Greenwood; 864-445-2848
RIVER BIRCH TREES, wht
dogwoods, $5ea; pink & red
dogwoods, $10ea; mosquito plants,
$5ea; more, no ship. Larry Johnson;
Orangeburg; 803-664-4213
MAPLE TREE, $6up; Orchids,
$10up; plants, all kinds, $1up,
no ship. F Jackson; Orangeburg;
803-534-9841
AZALEAS, lrg 3y/o, $1.50ea;
Hydrangeas, Boxwoods, Tea
Olives, Gardenias, $5ea; dog-




$40/pr; Yel Gold males, $20;
Silvers, $10ea. Tommy Maness;
Anderson; 864-642-7873
BOBWHITE QuAIL, weather
& flight cond, grown, $3.50;






<y/o, $5.50ea. Jimmy Glen;
Charleston; 843-729-8770
15 GSC HENS , rooster,
$50. Jerry High; Dorchester;
843-821-2346
CHICkENS, 11 laying hens,
Comets, Golden, mixed, 3
roosters, $135. Tommy Nixon;
Richland; 803-543-0710
2M MuSCOVY DuCkS, blk
& wht, $8ea; 2 mixed bred
roosters, grown, $5. Joseph
Mixon; Sumter; 803-775-3897
PIGEONS, roller & homer
pigeons, $8ea; gamecock,
$6. William Claxton; Colleton;
843-909-4285
QuAIL, coturnix, 1wk-grown,
$1.25-5; eggs, $4/dz, or $30/100.
Gary Finch; Dorchester;
843-701-2939
PuLLETS, laying in 5wks, RIR
& Dominiques, $14; more. Erin
Tackett; Calhoun; 803-315-0775
GAME LEIPER PuLLETS,
to lay soon, $10ea. Robert
Knight; Anderson; 864-847-9986
OE BANTAMS, Wheatons,
Silver Duckwing, BB Reds,
Blk OE, blk, blk Rosecombs,
$20/pr. Jack Whitaker; York;
803-417-8805
7 GAME CHICkENS, hatch
breed, all yng, 6 hens, rooster,
$10ea or will trade. Perry Black;
Saluda; 864-344-7955
CHICkENS, brn egg
layers, 2y/o, Partridge Rocks,
RIR, blk Australorps, silver
Wyandottes, Buff Rocks total of
14, $9ea. Kathy DeLong-Anson;
Lexington; 803-582-8272
ROOSTERS, $5ea; blue




3 Cockerels, 3 Pullets, hatched
mid 8/2013, $20ea, $100 for all.
Michael Eleazer; Lexington;
803-261-1704
16 GOLDEN COMET HENS,
2 Blk Bantam hens, 3 Blk
Bantam roosters, 2 Wht Bantam
roosters, 2 Brn Jap Silkie
roosters, $8ea. Theron Floyd;
Williamsburg; 843-742-7270




$3.75ea. B Gallman; Newberry;
803-276-7171
AuSTRALORP ROOSTERS,
6m/o-grown, $8 Samuel Smith;
Lexington; 803-356-0020
ROYAL PALM TuRkEY
TRIO, 1M, 2F, $150; Heritage
Bronze tom turkey, $50;




wht Messenger pigeons, wht
doves, Ringneck doves, $10ea.
Hans Lengers; Lancaster;
704-614-3012
3 ROOSTERS, $10ea. S
Hammond; Aiken; 803-663-0278
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BOBWHITE QuAIL, flight &




$50/pr; 3 Indo Chinese peafowl,




TuRkEY JAkES, blk &
Bourbon red, 6 m/o, $25ea, 2
Spanish blk & Bourbon red
crossed tom turkeys, $45ea;
more. Neal Miles; Barnwell;
803-259-7820
NORTHERN BOBWHITE
QuAIL, flight cond, $4. Keith
Coker; Berkeley; 843-753-7235
PEA FOWL & PHEASANT,
M Dark Throats, M yel golden,
pheasants, 16m/o, full color, $30







PHEASANTS, Red Gold, Yel
Gold, Lady Amhearst, Elliotts,





$25/pr; rare Lavender Silkies,
$40/pr. Kay Clair; Spartanburg;
864-463-3886
CHICkS, buff chicks $2ea;
Bard rock chicks, $1.50ea. Shane
Sease; Bamberg; 803-824-9124
'13 HATCHED GuINEAS,
$10ea; Cornish Game roosters,
$6ea. Elgava Jones; Greenville;
864-836-3581
GAMEFOWL, 2 Greys, $25ea;
5 game hens, $15ea obo;
Americana rooster, w/3 laying
hens, $45all obo. Joe Calwise;
Laurens; 864-998-3405
5 GAME ROOSTERS,




Hatch, Leiper Hatch, Red Fox




8m/o, hens & roosters, $10ea or
trade for differ line. Cindy Hall;
Lexington; 803-727-6947
BOBWHITE QuAIL, flight &
weather cond, $3.50ea. Wayne
Green; Clarendon; 803-373-2150
HOMER PIGEONS, yng
pure wht racing, $15.50ea.
Reynolds Tisdale; Williamsburg;
843-382-5940
75 RED SEX LINk
PRODuCTION RED PuLLETS,
to lay 1/14, $7.50ea. Mac
McClendon; Colleton; 843-835-5050
BABY GuINEA, $5up; grown
guinea hens, $15ea; jacks, $12ea;
bantam full & mixed, $5ea & up;
game, $20ea & up; more. Philip
Poole; Union; 864-427-1589




FLEMISH, NZ WHT, CA,
$25up. Jim Roach; Richland;
803-776-6342
NZ WHT, spotted does, buck,
$10ea. Mary Eklund; Beaufort;
843-522-3478
CA WHT, $7-25, 7w/o & up.
Bill Shoemaker; Richland;
803-786-2378
RABBITS, yng, var sizes,
healthy, $7. Winfield Simons;
Colleton; 843-893-3751
YNG RABBITS, Dutch, CA,
Lion head, Holland Lops, Mini
rex, $10ea. Harold Dunagin;
Greenville; 864-630-0758




NZ Wht exc b'lines, $35up.
Ryan Watkins; Charleston;
843-817-4049
FLEMISH, NZ, CA, meat, pet,




Sat 11am, merchandise, equine,
cows, more; Special Sale, 1/19,
1pm, Hwy 21, Ruffin. William
Claxton; Colleton; 843-909-4285
1/18 AuCTION, 5pm Tack,
8pm horses, coggins w/in




animal, 2nd/4th Sat, 10am,
poultry, animal related & farm
equip, l40 Buffalo Creek Ranch
Rd. Carol Cathcart; Union;
864-427-9202
3/22 41TH ANNuAL FARM
MACHINERY SALE, sponsored




& BuLL SALE, 11am,
Black Crest Farms, 80 bulls,





Trl Rd, 1st & 3rd Sat, 1pm,
pigs, hogs, cattle, horses,
sheep, goats, poultry, sm animals.
Bud Furtick; Orangeburg;
803-258-3512
2/15 YON FAMILY FARMS
BuLL SALE, noon, Hwy 392,
Ridge Spring, over 150 head
of Ang & Sim Ang bulls, 15






Livestock Market, 200 open &
bred beef heifers. Travis Mitchell;
Saluda; 803-609-2828
Want Farm Equipment
JD 430 RND BALER, for parts
or poss repair, any cond will be
considered. Otto McCarty;
Aiken; 803-648-4843
420 CASE IH, cotton picker,
low hrs, EC. Jeff Millen;
Chester; 803-209-0893
4 BASkET HAY TEDDER, in
EC. Tom Hawley; Greenville;
864-444-2175
JD GRAIN DRILL, model
8200 or newer, GC, 8-10ftW.
James Simons; Orangeburg;
803-496-3573
CANOPY, to attach to ROPS






SPREADER, must be in good




or livestock equip, any cond.
David Swallow; Kershaw;
803-572-2049
CATTLE TRL, 16ft, factory
built, BP, dual axles, lights, elec
brakes, swing out gates, center
gate. John Gossett; York;
803-222-7786
COMBINE, pull type; also a








FREE HAY, good, no mold,
Fescue, rye, wheat, oat, straw or
mixed, feed & wood shavings, to










ducks, turkeys, pigs, cows,
sheep, rabbits, goats, mini




small animals. William Claxton;
Colleton; 843-909-4285
COTTONTAIL RABBITS,
will p/up in upstate, will pay
$15ea. John Hill; Greenville;
864-483-4823
WHOLE HERDS, cows,




rabbits, pigs, hogs, etc, will
p/up. Mozelle Jones; Richland;
803-403-4292
uNWANTED FARM
ANIMALS, goats, cattle, sheep,
donkeys, jacks, horses. William
Knopf; Chester; 803-482-3891
SEABRIGHT HENS, Golden
or Silver, reasonably priced,
w/in 3hr drive. Benson Ray;
Georgetown; 843-558-7360
BEEF CATTLE, cows, calves,
bulls, whole herds. Brian Gibert;
Greenwood; 864-980-6408
HATCHING EGGS, ducks,
chickens, geese & swan eggs,
will p/up & pay. Shane Sease;
Bamberg; 803-824-9124
3 BRIAR GOATS, 2F/1M. Gene
Fulmer; Aiken; 803-685-6148
Want Miscellaneous
2 FARM TRACTOR TIRES,







pine pulpwood, hdwd, cut
sm or lrg tracts, 8A or
more. H Yonce; Edgefield;
803-275-2091
FREE FARM, or livestock
related items, used fence,
post, used lumber, feeders,
waterers, tack, more, can p/up.
David Swallow; Kershaw;
803-572-2049
JD OR EQuIVALENT, 2
section, spiked tooth drag
harrow. Bill Yarborough;
Richland; 803-609-6161
38IN REAR WHEEL RIM, for
JD 4020. Clint Boyd; York;
803-487-4209
TRACTOR TIRES, used,
16.9x28, no dry rot, can be a




pots, syrup kettle, brass bells,
lrg/sm bells, corn grinder, grits






300-400 tons, will p-up or take
del. C Backman; Orangeburg;
803-263-4496
T I M B E R / P u L P W O O D ,
timber procurement, forestry
services for upstate co, top $
paid for your forest products,
more. Steven Smith; Greenville;
864-517-3620
uSED PANELS, roping &




CRATES, w/Gibson or Johnston
SC, printed on end. Bill Gibson;
Edgefield; 803-480-1104
PINE OR HDWD LOGS,
in low country; also 8+A
tracts, cut pulpwood, have




hdwd, pine all types of
thinning or clear cut pay
top prices, upstate counties.
Tim Morgan; Greenville;
864-420-0251
100LB ANVIL, or larger, old
farm bell, hand corn sheller.
Larry Gunter; Lexington;
803-532-7394
FREE RND PEN PANELS,
stall mats, gates, concrete mix,
2x4, 2x6 wood, posts, plywood,
wire fencing, to help rescued
horses. Trecia Brown; York;
803-230-6778
LRG/SM BELLS, bell parts,
church bell, wash pots,
syrup kettles, coffee/corn grinder,
pt canning jars, more.
Luann Masters; Greenville;
864-313-2992
PINE, hdwd, pulpwood, saw
timber, in Aiken, Greenwood,
McCormick Co. Milton Whitt;
Aiken; 803-663-3418
BARN OR BARN SPACE
NEEDED, for summer '14, well
ventilated & dry, prefer on/near
Hwy 176, between Irmo &
Whitmire. Brian Long; Richland;
803-609-7057
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January
4-H HORSE CLuB MTG, 2nd Mon
every Mon, 6pm, Gaston Farm Rd
Equestrian Ctr, $10 membership, incl




FARMERS, USDA & Minority
Landowner Magazine, Colleton Museum
& Farmers Market, 506 E Washington St,




FARMERS, USDA & Minority
LandownerMagazine, The National Bean
Market, 111 Henry St, Lake City.Matthew
Anderson; Florence; 843-669-9686, ext
114, Brandon DuRanp; Clarendon;
803-435-2612, ext 114
February
2/15 4TH ANNuAL CORNBREAD
JuBILEE/FESTIVAL OF BREADS,
1400 Jim Hamilton Owens Field Airport,
Heritage & Fun, free. Sonya Hodges;
Richland; 803-361-6444
2/22 ASHLAND ARENA FuNSHOW,
10am, speed events, daily high point
prizes, several classes & age groups.
Juanita Ardis; Darlington; 843-332-7394
2/28 GOAT PRODuCTION &
PARASITE MANAGEMENT
WORkSHOP, Clemson Ext Service,
goat management seminar, $70 fee, reg
deadline 2/21, applications at all Clemson
Ext offices, rii@clemson.edu, Lee Van
Vlake; Florence; 843-661-4800




1 pound collard or turnip greens
2 chicken bouillon cubes
4 chicken thighs, boned
3 tablespoons Canola oil
2 tablespoons hot sauce
1/2 cup chopped pecans, toasted
Wash, stem, and slice greens.
Place greens in large pot of
boiling water; add bouillon cubes.
Boil 5 minutes; drain. Cut chicken
into 1-inch pieces. Heat oil in
large skillet and add chicken. Toss
over medium heat for 3 to 5
minutes until nearly done. Add
greens and hot sauce. Toss until
greens are heated through and
coated with chicken juices. Just
before serving, sprinkle toasted
pecans over chicken and greens.
Yields 4 servings.






Horses, horses, and more
horses! The SC Horsemen’s
Council annual Horse Expo on
Feb. 8 is filled with horse
activities geared to please
everyone from backyard riders to
professionals to children. 
Beginning at 10 a.m. at the
S.C. Equine Park in Camden, the
Expo has several dynamic
presentations scheduled. A horse
health pavilion, children’s
activities, a tag sale, silent
auction and many top vendors
are also featured.
For thrills and excitement,
knights from Medieval Times in
Myrtle Beach will bring to life
the pageantry and skills of
long-ago knights on horseback.
A group of trick riders will
fascinate the crowd, while
techniques of emergency horse
rescue will offer much-needed
information for horse owners.
The elegant sport of carriage
driving will also be featured.
Equine veterinarians will be
sharing their knowledge at the
health pavilion, with time for
questions afterwards.
A Marsh Tacky gelding, which
is being auctioned in a special
fund-raiser, will be on site,
and raffle tickets will be
available.  A variety of breeds
will demonstrate their specialties
under saddle and in harness. 
“We are very excited to offer a
special competition for youth,”
said chairman Wanda Wood. “We
want to introduce non-riders to
the wonderful world of horses in
a fun-filled day. We also have top
professionals who will share their
knowledge with riders and horse
lovers on many levels.” 
The ever-popular Vendor Row
will be open all day. A general
membership meeting of the SC
Horsemen’s Council and election
of officers will be held at
4:30 p.m.
Admission is $10 with special
rates for SC Horse Council
members, and memberships are
available on site. For more
information about the Expo go to
www.schorsemenscouncil.org
or call Wanda Wood at
803-230-8810.
The SC Equine Park is located
at Exit 101 off  I-20 between
Columbia and Florence.
SC Cattlemen Association to Meet March 1
The SC Cattlemen’s Association annual meeting will be held March 1 at the SC State Farmers Market in West Columbia.
The focus is on forage this year, with talks on grazing in grass management, better use of soil tests, soil fertility and management.
Updates will be given on the beef cattle assessment program and legislative matters pertaining to the industry. 
The meeting will include a midday awards luncheon, a silent auction, and youth scholarships.  Awards will be given for Cattleman of the
Year, Education and Industry Service of the Year, Environmental Stewardship, and Association of the Year. 
Applications for youth scholarships and nominations for Awards of Excellence are due by Feb. 7. Go to www.sccattle.org for details.              
Sponsorships for the meeting are $150 each, and exhibitors may reserve a booth and two registrations for $275.
Individual registration is $35 per member and $15 for spouses. Lunch is included.
Smokin’ Ed’s Carolina Reaper
is the Hottest Pepper in the World
Guinness World Record makes it official, CBS picks up the news
When you have a passion for something,
it shows.  But when your passion is recognized by
the world, you know you’re special. Ed Currie’s
passion for hot peppers has led him to a place in
Guinness World Records™ and to a recent
appearance on CBS This Morning. Smokin’ Ed’s
Carolina Reaper ® is officially the world’s hottest
chili pepper.
Hot sauce production is one of America's
fastest-growing industries, and Smokin’ Ed is one
of the reasons. His Puckerbutt Pepper Company
in Fort Mill specializes in hot stuff—really, really
hot stuff.
The Smokin Ed's Carolina Reaper ® is now at
the top of the super-hot chili peppers. With peak
levels of more than 2.2 million SHU (Scoville
Heat Units), the Reaper is 300 times hotter than a
jalapeno. But the truth is, the superhot pepper
business is on fire. One market research firm, IBIS
World, found that that hot stuff really is hot stuff.
In the last few years, the average American has sought to add more spice to his meal, and the food
industry has obliged. From 2010 to 2012, the mention of the word "spicy" on fast food menus was up
nearly 15 percent, according to food industry consulting firm Technomic.
Salsa has pushed past ketchup as the nation's top-selling condiment. Technomic's data reflects that 2013
was the first year ever that a majority of Americans say they prefer hot or spicy sauces.
All this data is music to the ears of Ed Currie, an unrelenting grower of pepper pain and father of the
Smokin Ed's Carolina Reaper ®. Currie harvests about 17 million peppers a year in South Carolina. "
I pretty much work on peppers all the time," he said.
He has spent about $12,000 to get the Guinness Book of Records to call his pepper the hottest. One of
the key components was evidence from a lab at Winthrop University, where chemist Cliff Calloway has
been testing exactly how hot the peppers are. The method scientifically measures heat in parts per million.
Calloway says that Currie's pepper tests out to be the hottest in the world, having the chemical
composition similar to pepper spray. And people actually eat them!
Currie recently achieved national recognition through his Dec. 28 appearance on CBS This Morning,
“They called and wanted to have me live on the morning show,” he said.  “They flew me to New York on
Friday and home again on Saturday.”
There he explained to hosts Anthony Mason and Vinita Nair how the hottest pepper on record became a
reality.
“I use a cross-breeding technique from India that’s about 3000 years old,” he said. By pollinating the
seeds and continuing to breed for more and more heat, he finally got the plant he was looking for. It took
about eight years—hardly an overnight success.
Currie takes pride in the fact that the pepper is not just hot, but it also tastes good. “It has a sweet taste
before the heat hits,” he said. He uses the Smokin Ed's Carolina Reaper ® in a variety of products from
dipping sauce to jellies. After tasting it, CBS host Anthony Nair asked, “Does it come with a fire hose?”
Since his Guinness World Record, the news media has discovered Currie and his hot peppers.
“I’m getting nationwide press, but none at home,” he said, despite the fact that he travels all over the
country promoting South Carolina at chili festivals. In the next month he will be going to the Zest Fest
in Dallas, Texas, the Chili Pepper Institute at the University of New Mexico, the North Market in
Columbus, Ohio, the Fiery Foods Festival in Albuquerque, NM, and the New York City Hot Sauce Expo.
He typically attends two to four festivals a month.
“I have SC Certified on everything, and I constantly talk about our state,” he said, adding that his foods
are all natural, great-tasting, and contain no extracts.
With names like I Dare You Stupit, Purgatory, and Edible Lava, some of the sauces perhaps should come
with warning labels.  But people love them.  “We are in stores all across the country,” Currie said.  “And
I’m hoping to open a production facility here in Fort Mill.  It’s about jobs. I’ll do anything to help our
state.”
Puckerbutt Pepper Co. in Fort Mill sells high quality smokin’ hot mashes, sauces, fresh
peppers, seeds and other spicy merchandise at stores throughout the country and from its website,
www.puckerbuttpeppercompany.com.
Sheep and Goat Seminar Offers Tour & Training
An afternoon session for sheep and goat owners will be held Feb. 2 from 2-5 p.m. in Mauldin. In addition to a session titled
“Smart Deworming” with field training, a biosecurity overview and health care will be covered. A flock tour and demonstrations on hoof trimming
and injections will be offered. 
Dr. Patty Scharko, Clemson LPH Extension field veterinarian, and Dr. Derek Wessinger of Cleveland Park Animal Hospital will be the speakers.
The $30 fee covers handouts and refreshments. To register, send check to Whispering Pines, 206 Adams Mill Road, Mauldin, SC 29662.
For more information, contact Debbie Webster, SC Sheep Industries Association regional director, at 864-982-5331.
Let’s Celebrate
the Year of the
Horse
continued from page 1
And I can tell you from personal
experience that maintenance for a
horse, which includes regular hoof
care and vet calls, adds up in a
hurry.
Not only do horse owners
spend money on their animals, but
the horse industry supports a
number of jobs.  Farmers grow
hay, oats and corn which are used
for feed, and they also provide
land for pasture. Trainers, riding
instructors, grooms, day laborers,
equine  veterinarians, farriers, and
feed stores are all dependent on
horses for their jobs.
Add in riding lessons for the
kids, and trail rides for the adults.
Our state parks with equestrian
facilities see families haul in every
weekend to enjoy nature. Then
these folks invest in camping
equipment. Horse trailers with
living quarters—some of them
have showers, full kitchens and
even fireplaces!--are becoming
more and more common.
Another little-known facet of
the horse business in South
Carolina is our racehorses.  In
addition to the horse centers of
Aiken, Camden, and Landrum,
we have a number of training
tracks in small towns like Elloree,
St. Matthews, Timmonsville,
Kingstree and Holly Hill. These
dedicated trainers provide jobs in
rural areas where opportunities
for employment are scarce.  They
generally pay better than average
wages.
Speaking of racehorses, I
watched the movie ‘Secretariat’
for the first time recently flying
home from a trip. I recommend
this true story movie highly.
Horses can be a year-round
business, pleasure, and hobby.
From racehorses to polo,
foxhunting to trail riding,
endurance competition to carriage
driving, horses have a place in our
hearts—and in our pocketbooks.
Horses are a thriving commodity,
and they’re just plain good
agribusiness.
So Happy New Year and Happy
Horse Year.
The Market Bulletin
is a Great Gift Idea!
Go to agriculture.sc.gov
and pay by credit card
or mail a $10 check 
or money order payable to the
SC Department of Agriculture to:
Circulation, PO Box 11280,
Columbia, SC 29211
Carolina Reapers are a crossbreed made by
farmer Ed Currie at The Puckerbutt Pepper
Company in Rock Hill. These peppers are 300
times hotter than a jalapeno. Now that’s hot!
